• FITS STANDARD 2' X 2' T-BAR CEILING SYSTEMS
• DIRECTIONAL DEFLECTOR INCLUDED ON MODEL RENPS
• BONDED FOIL VAPOR BARRIER HELPS MINIMIZE CONDENSATION PROBLEMS
• FIBERGLASS BACK R 4.2 ABSORBS SOUND
• PRESCORED BACK ACCEPTS 6 TO 14 INCH SPIN OR TAB COLLARS
• FINISH: WHITE (W)

1 INCH FIBERGLASS BACK PANEL R 4.2

FIXED STEEL DEFLECTOR (RENPS) ONLY

SEISMIC SAFETY CONNECTIONS (4 TOTAL: 2 ON 2 SIDES)

23-3/4 SQUARE

4-1/4

1/4 3/16 DIA

STEEL FACE DETAIL 51% NET FREE AREA 1/4

RENP, RENPS- R4.2
Perforated T-Bar Diffusers
Fiberglass Back